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Introduction

The CYN platform will serve as a one-stop-shop for the broad ‘Cast Your Nets’

community and individuals, who are familiar with products and services provided by

Castyournets Ltd and who want to use them with ease.

For this reason ‘Cast Your Nets’ deploys blockchain technology that allows it to handle

various operations with less effort and higher accuracy and transparency to the end

users.

And the core of the platform will be a new CYN Token, that will serve as the main tool

for interacting with the available variety of offers, provided by Castyournets Ltd.
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Token Overview

CYN token is a utility token that is designed to provide access to goods and services on

the platform.

Utility and Use Cases

CYN token is aimed to provide access to various services offered by 'Cast Your Nets'

and its partners on the CYN platform.

Option 1: The primary use case is to give access to educational courses offered by the

Christian Life School of Theology Global (CLSTG). Users of the CYN platform will be

able to utilize CYN tokens to access course content and materials, allowing them to

learn at their own pace. CLSTG courses have a 40-year history, and the partnership

with the CYN platform promises to increase the number of students and provide an

alternative way of accessing education.

Option 2: The second use case for the CYN token is its use in referral programs to

incentivize existing users to invite others. This option aims to encourage both parties to

obtain CYN tokens and reuse them within the platform. For example, individuals

participating in referral programs can use the tokens received for course enrollment.

Option 3: The third option is staking opportunities. As a reward, participants will receive

dedicated 'voting tokens' that can be used during voting activities by community

members. This method is typical for democratizing project processes and is used to

make important decisions during the evolution of the project, such as new partnerships

and features.

Option 4: Another staking to be expected - staking of CYN to increase the amount of

holdings by receiving rewards in CYN tokens. For this reason, there will be a dedicated
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allocation of CYN tokens only for distributing them as rewards during this staking. And

to avoid any manipulative actions, these tokens will not be in regular usage.

Option 5: Harvest membership program (link), which is already available for the CYN

community. The token will be required for participation as well as upgrading their

membership packages. Members enjoy “harvest” bonus tokens according to their

membership plan.

Option 6: Bible app. Access the Bible in multiple translations and languages. Users are

going to be rewarded to start using it (for progress, etc.). And users should be able to

spend CYN tokens for commenting; sharing; accessing upgrades or creating content.
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Token Specifications, Distribution, and Allocation

CYN token - is an ERC-20 token on the Arbitrum blockchain.

Total supply - 1 000 000 000 CYN

Expected Allocation

1. Founders and team members are to receive - 24% CYN tokens

2. Private distribution - the total amount to be distributed tokens - 30% CYN tokens:

○ For selected private investors - 20% CYN tokens

○ For community individuals (retailers) - 10% CYN tokens

3. Listing on Exchange (when the token is publicly listed) - 20% CYN tokens

4. Reserve for the Harvest program - 2% CYN tokens

5. Reserve for rewards, incentives, and partnerships - 17% CYN tokens

6. Reserve for development, etc. - 7% CYN tokens
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Allocation among: Percentage CYN Tokens amount

Founders and team 24% 240 000 000

Selected (Private) investors 20% 200 000 000

Community individuals (Retailers) 10% 100 000 000

Listing on Exchange 20% 200 000 000

Reserve for rewards 17% 170 000 000

Reserve for development 7% 70 000 000

Reserve for the Harvest program 2% 20 000 000

Distribution

1st Distribution 440 000 000 CYN

Who: Founders and Board Members - 240 000 000 CYN tokens

When: Until April 2

No price, just distribution

Who: Selected (Private) investors - 200 000 000 CYN tokens

When: from 8 April - till 16 April - all the funds from investors upon agreement should

be received. Token issuance is performed individually.

KYC through SumSub as an AML compliance measure.
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Price - $0.03

All not distributed tokens to be burned

2nd Distribution - for community 100 000 000 CYN (via Wert.io)

Who: Community individuals - Round one - 34 000 000 CYN tokens

When: from April 2 till April 15

Price - $0.03

All not distributed tokens to be burned

Who: Community individuals - Round two - 33 000 000 CYN tokens

When: from April 16 till April 30

Price - $0.06

All not distributed tokens to be burned

Who: Community individuals - Round three - 33 000 000 CYN tokens

When: from May 1 till May 8

Price - $0.08

All not distributed tokens to be burned

3rd CYN - Listing on exchange 200 000 000 CYN to be available

Who: everyone with access to the listing platform

When: The expected date of listing ~ is the end of September - beginning of October.

Time gap to be used for marketing and promotion campaigns.
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Price - $0.10

This is the starting price. When the token starts being purchased and/or sold - the

price will change and depend on the market demand.

All the participants of the distribution of CYN tokens as well as the public sale (which is

known as listing on exchanges) will have to obligatorily complete KYC, during the

transactional operations through Wert.io (for Community individuals and Public sale

individuals) and via SumSub for Selected investors. To guarantee that everyone has no

legal obstacles to obtaining CYN tokens.

AML is also covered by Wert.io for all the users who go through this service, by CertiK

(Skyinsights) for all users who go through crypto purchase, and another AML check is

conducted through the CreditSafe tool.

Cliff and Vesting

Cliff refers to the timeframe during which users can’t utilize the assets because they are

stored in the Vesting smart contract. No actions can be applied to them and any

external operations are impossible.

Vesting refers to the gradual release of assets from the smart contract, which users will

be able to receive on their crypto wallets.

Cliff Duration: A 7-month cliff period is a reasonable duration for founders, team

members, and selected investors. It ensures that participants are committed to the

project for a significant period before gaining access to their token allocations.

Vesting Period: A 24-month with quarterly and daily unlock schedule, that provides

gradual and consistent unlocking of tokens over time, which can help prevent token

dumping and promote long-term commitment to the project.
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Claim Frequency: Quarterly claims for founders, team members, and selected

investors, and monthly claims for community individuals, allow for regular access to

vested tokens while still encouraging participants to remain engaged with the project.

Divided by: Cliff Vesting

Founders and team members 7 months 24 months

with quarterly unlocks

Selected (Private) investors 7 months 24 months

with quarterly unlocks

Community individuals (Retailers) 7 months 24 months

with monthly unlocks

Token sale on exchanges TBD TBD

Burning and Blocking

The burning mechanism should be used only in one situation - during initial rounds of

distribution - when the time frames of the distribution period are finished but some

amount is left untouched - and the reason for burning is to avoid any speculative

opportunities, guaranteeing that the described allocation matches.

No one should have access to tokens that were not distributed and were not included in

the initial scheme to prevent the creation of excess supply that could negatively impact

token value.

Blocking mechanism - for security and safety reasons - such cases may arise when

addresses of CYN holders appear in the OFAC list or are involved in any other
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prohibited activities that are not in compliance with the existing rules and laws or

breaking AML (i.e. when CYN holders appear in the list of addresses involved in dark

market transactions; gambling; etc.)

Blocked tokens associated with such activities help maintain compliance with

regulations and laws, safeguarding the reputation and integrity of the CYN project. This

intention demonstrates a commitment to regulatory compliance and risk mitigation.

In the end, such holders will not be able to use CYN tokens.

Governance

This section refers to the use cases of the CYN token.

CYN token can not serve as a governance token, because of existing mechanisms of

burning.

In this case it will be enabled by a staking-based approach.

Holders of CYN tokens will be able to stake their CYN and will be rewarded with

governance tokens. The longer the staking period or the higher the amount staked, the

greater the voting power granted to the participant.
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Expectations and Forecasts

The Current number of active users of CYN products and services is about 23,000.

The marketing campaign is expected to gain up to 100,000 users in October for the

token listing.

To achieve this the marketing strategy is going to use public articles, podcasts, and

involve influencers.

This amount of users also considers the summer season, when people mostly take

vacations and are not active. That's why the biggest promotion efforts are expected in

September, to reach this number by October 2024.
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Roadmap and Plans of the Project

Q2 2024: CYN Token launch

● Founders and team members' distribution

● Selected investors

● Community members

● Allowing to purchase ETH and ARB via Wert.io

● Adding Spanish language to extend the users' adoption and attract new

members

● Referral program implementation

Q3 2024:

● Listing on exchanges of CYN token

● Harvest membership goes live

● Enabling staking of CYN (for Governance)

● Governance logic implementation

● Enabling staking of CYN (to obtain CYN)

Q4 2024:

● CYN Marketplace (buy or sell)

● Bible app

● Token integration on partner sites and programs

Q1 2025:

● CYN Visa debit Card

● Bridge loans, building loans, car loans up to $200,000

● Integration with Mental Health Services

● Integration with medical insurance providers

● Integration with fitness centers
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Conclusion

The CYN token represents the foundation of the Cast Your Nets ecosystem, functioning

as a utility token designed to facilitate seamless access to a wide array of goods and

services offered by the platform and its partners. With a focus on education, community

engagement, and long-term sustainability, the CYN token empowers users to participate

in educational courses, referral programs, staking opportunities, and more, all while

adhering to regulatory standards and promoting transparent and fair token distribution.

Through its versatile utility and commitment to building a vibrant and inclusive

community, the CYN token aims to foster a sustainable ecosystem.
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Disclaimer

This Whitepaper is intended for general informational purposes only and does not

constitute a prospectus, an offer document, or an offer of securities or a solicitation for

investment, and does not constitute an offer of securities. This whitepaper is not a

solicitation to invest. The tokens are tradable as they consist of an ERC20 Arbitrum

token. Castyournets Ltd does not make any representation whatsoever about the future

price or worth of the CYN token. Neither Castyournets Ltd., any of the project team

members who have worked on the CYN Token platform or project in any way

whatsoever nor any third-party service provider shall be liable for any kind of direct or

indirect damage or loss whatsoever which you may suffer in connection with accessing

this whitepaper, materials produced, or accessing the website or any other materials

published.

Nothing in this whitepaper constitutes legal, financial, business or tax advice and you

should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser before

engaging in any activity in connection herewith. You are responsible for ensuring that

you are legally entitled to purchase the token from a third party and that such doing

does not breach any local law in your jurisdiction or otherwise. If you resell the CYN

token you are responsible for ensuring that the buyer is aware of the CYN token terms

and that they have agreed to the same. The information herein below may not be

exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. There is no

assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and no

representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the

accuracy or completeness of such information.
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Glossary

1. AML (Anti-Money Laundering): Measures implemented to detect and prevent the

illegal transfer of funds.

2. Arbitrum Blockchain: A layer 2 scaling solution for Ethereum, offering fast and

low-cost transactions.

3. Blockchain Technology: A decentralized digital ledger that records transactions

across multiple computers in a secure and transparent manner.

4. Blocking Mechanism: Preventing certain tokens from being used due to legal or

compliance concerns.

5. Cliff Period: A period of time at the beginning of a vesting schedule during which no

tokens are released.

6. CLSTG: Acronym for Christian Life School of Theology Global, an educational

institution providing courses.

7. Community Individuals (Retailers): Members of the CYN community who

participate in token distribution events.

8. Community Rewards: Tokens allocated for rewarding community members for their

contributions or participation.

9. CYN Token: The native utility token of the Cast Your Nets (CYN) platform, designed

to provide access to various goods and services.

10. ERC-20 Token: A technical standard used for smart contracts on the Ethereum

blockchain for implementing tokens.
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11. Exchange Listing Price: The initial price at which a token is listed for trading on an

exchange.

12. Founders and Team Members: Individuals responsible for the development and

management of the project.

13. Governance: The process of decision-making and management within a

decentralized organization, often facilitated by token holders.

14. Governance Token: A token that grants holders the right to participate in the

governance of a decentralized protocol or organization.

15. KYC (Know Your Customer): A process for verifying the identity of customers to

prevent fraud and comply with regulatory requirements.

16. Listing on Exchange: The process of making a token available for trading on

cryptocurrency exchanges.

17. Referral Program: A program that incentivizes existing users to invite others to join

the platform.

18. Reserve: A portion of the token supply set aside for specific purposes, such as

rewards, incentives, partnerships, or development.

19. Token Burn: The permanent removal of tokens from circulation

20. Total Supply: The maximum number of tokens that will ever be created for a

particular cryptocurrency.

21. Vesting: The gradual release of tokens over a predetermined period, often used to

incentivize long-term commitment.
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